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Abstract—Based on CDIO engineering teaching idea which 
emphasizes “learning while doing” and “project education”, 
the essay constructs automatic judge system model of 
software project design in network teaching platform with 
software testing technology. The essay solves the problem of 
automatically generated black-box test cases with genetic 
algorithm。In particular, two methods hava been adopted 
to construct and calculate values of the fitness function, 
namely “cartridge construction method of branch function” 
and “construction method of the real time state of software”. 
The problem that structure test of abnormal operation 
program is solved with the method of key points matching 
by the pattern matching  of  regular expression. 
 
Index Terms—Genetic Algorithm, CDIO, B/S Model, Black-
box Test, Regular Expressions, Pattern Matching, static 
disassembling 

I. INTRODUCTION 

CDIO (Conceive — Design — Implement — Operate) 
engineering education mode is the concentrated 
generalization and abstract expression of Learning while 
doing and basing on project education. The mode 
integrates all curriculums systematically through project 
design. All contents that need to be learned and mastered 
center on the project design that is the core and fuse 
together with the core, forming a whole. Using CDIO 
engineering education mode to develop talents, every 
profession must have crafted conception, design, 
implementation and operation project to guide students to 
develop learning interest in core courses, improve their 
abilities and have a sober overall understanding of the 
major. The CDIO project is divided into 3 levels 
according to the scale and scope. Level 1 shows the 
projects that contain core curriculums and ability 
requirements in the major; Level 2 shows the projects 
thcontain a set of relevant core curriculums and ability 
requirements of the project; Level 3 shows the projects 
that are set for enhancing the ability and understanding of 
the course within this individual course. The 
establishment of Level 3 projects and the forms of them 
are determined by the syllabus according to need. Each 
major has at least two times Level 1 projects. Level 1 
project can be made in grade-one or grade-two students to 

introduce core contents of the major and mobilize interest 
of students. The graduation fieldwork + graduation 
design should be made as the level 1 project for the 
second time. Each Level 1 project as a course is scored 
individually based on 3-5 Level 2 projects, strengthening 
the study and application of core courses in the major[1-2]. 

With the development of network technology, the 
platform of engineering education has already expanded 
to rich resources and constantly updated web space. The 
teaching mode has changed from the traditional tuitional 
teaching to the diversified teaching of network 
independence and exploring type. Under CDIO 
engineering education idea, independent learning of 
students still need to focus on project design, such as the 
individual design or team design that students make in the 
laboratory or practice base. When students are making 
project design, they are out of teachers’ guidance, which 
helps cultivate their comprehensive, practical and 
innovative ability. But the evaluation and guidance of the 
key steps in design is crucial, which can guide design 
achievements to correct, perfect and high quality 
direction.  

So in professional computer teaching, the system 
which apply CDIO engineering education idea in network 
teaching platform enables students to test and evaluate 
the current design achievements anywhere  at any time 
and give feedback on time to realize the quality 
performance of project design. Meanwhile, online testing 
system can reduce the workload of teachers and improve 
teaching efficiency. This essay mainly aims at the project 
design of Level 3. Teachers in projects design syllabus 
specify multiple project design topic for students to 
choose, and provide detailed performance requirements. 

This essay solves the problem that how to give 
valuation and guidance for the student’s  uploading 
program, and the program maybe exacuted normally or 
maybe not. The problem of automatically generated 
black-box test cases can be solved with genetic algorithm. 
In particular, two methods hava been adopted to construct 
and calculate values of the fitness function, namely 
“cartridge construction method of branch function” and 
“construction method of the real time state of software”. 
The problem that structure test of abnormal operation 
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program is solved with the method of key points 
matching by the pattern matching  of  regular 
expression[3-4]. 

II. OVERALL STRUCTURE ANALYSIS AND DESIGN SCHEME 

Online judge system model in the paper adopts B/S 
mode, as shown in Figure 1 below. Students login from 
the user interface of the network teaching platform and 
then upload the source code edited in the project design 
to the remote server of teaching platform. The back 
database receives the upload files and then compiles the 
program. System can support C, C++, Java and some 
other languages.  Students can set the language for using 
when they submit programs. Evaluation system chooses 
corresponding compiler way according to the language 
that the users specify and compiles according to the set 
compilation command. If a program can generate an 
executable program after the compilation, links, then it 
will enter into the black box testing, namely ignoring the 
program’s internal structure properties to test whether 
software performance meets the design standards. If the 
results of the program compilation have mistakes so that 
it can't run, then it will enter key tests, namely making 
source code the text to be processed and the key point of 
the program regular expression. Matching degree of key 
points can be got with the pattern matching method. Then 
give the evaluation for students according to the matching 
degree.   

This essay mainly constructs automatic judge system 
model which is at the server of teaching platform.When 
the source code edited in the project design is compiled , 
it maybe turn into the executable program,but maybe not. 
On the basis of the result , it can select the testing mode 
such as black box testing or key points testing. This essay 
generats black-box test cases with genetic algorithm. The 
fitness function is essential to making genetic algorithm 
effective, so how to constructs and calculates values of 
the fitness function is the important problem. This essay 
solves the problem with two method, namely, “cartridge 
construction method of branch function” and 
“construction method of the real time state of software”. 
One of the two methods, cartridge construction method of 
branch function, is in terms of the cartridge rules of 
branch function of Tracy by pluging in code at the source 
code. But the other method,  construction method of the 
real time state of software, is only executing the 
executable programm. The key points testing is also need 
to use the souce code of the design into matching by 
regular expressions. The shift of testing selection is 
shown in Figure 2. 

 
 

 

 

III. BLACK-BOX TESTING BASED ON GENETIC ALGORITHM 

Teachers will pre-put the project design topics and 
performance requirements specified in project design 
syllabus to the test database. If the compiled source 
program submitted by students can run, then it will turn 
to the black box testing. Online system black box testing 
work principle is: according to the requirement of project 
design that students selected, choose and automatically 
generate some typical test cases. The corresponding 
parameter scope and useful parameters will be extracted 
and fitness function shall be constructed so as to make the 
leg penetration of measured functions completed, then 
concrete pile test cases can be generated.Use these test 
cases in programming interface to check whether the 
program function can be realized and then evaluate the 
program.  

 
Figure 1.  Overall Structure 

 
Figure 2.  Overall Structure 
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This paper generates test cases through genetic 
algorithm. It selects few typical test cases from all the 
available test cases to achieve the maximum of test 
coverage, which plays a key role in black box testing. 

A. The structure of genetic algorithm 
Genetic done is a search optimization algorithm based 

on biological simulation genetics and natural selection 
mechanism. The whole evolution process starts from 
initial population, determines fitness function, according 
to the features of tested software and assesses the fitness 
of each test case after the execution procedures. The 
higher the fitness is the closer between test cases and the 
expected effect. Improve the test cases with crossover, 
mutation and choice- three basic operations. Evaluate the 
fitness function. The process can be ended until the result 
is closest to the best expectation. Simple genetic 
algorithm is shown in Figure 3[5-7]. 

 

  
B. Code of the Parameters 

As a tested program in general it has one or more 
interface parameters with several same or different data 
types, such as integer type, string type, enumeration type 
etc. This paper codes the parameters with the real number 
coding method, namely, using problem parameter as 
chromo gene. Two groups of chromosome genes are set. 
Each line represents a test case and each column 
represents the input parameters of program or function 
and the type attribute of each column has corresponding 
parameter type. 

)......( 1 nm wwww =  ←→ )......( 1 nm aaaa =  
The first m of genes are continuous genes, the later one 

is a discrete gene. Chromosome length is of the problem 
parameter and the value of the gene is the interval of 

corresponding parameter value. Chromosome (individual) 
space and problem solution space are the same.  

For example, the parameters of program interface are 
defined as follows: 

X：Int range 0..40000； 
Y：Enum (T1，T2，T3)； 
Z：Int range 0..255； 
W：Short range 0..255； 
The coding is shown in Table 1, every column 

represents a parameter. Every line represents a complete 
test case. Label the data type of each column to select the 
mutation and crossover operation of the corresponding 
data types. 

 

 
C. The Selection and Improvement of Genetic 

Operations 
In the project test, the goal is to choose the typical test 

cases to achieve the maximum coverage of the test 
domain. In order to achieve this, genetic algorithm begins 
in some random populations, which are some probable 
test cases of some substances called chromosome. Each 
chromosome is used as the input of measured code. 
Based on the result, an adaptive value is calculated to 
evaluate the pros and cons of chromosome for solving 
problems. Use this adaptive value to produce a new 
chromosome population, and the chromosomes with high 
adaptive value will also have high survival rate. Through 
crossover and mutation, the operation of the multiplicity 
of chromosome is endowed to produce the next 
generation again until selection and crossover reach the 
stop condition. 

For the Black box testing of programs, this paper 
adopts the three basic operations provided by genetic 
algorithm: selection, crossover and mutation to improve 
efficiency[8-9]. 

1) Selection:Real number coding has no effect on 
select operation. Therefore the individual quality can be 
decided by the fitness function such as linear accelerating 
fitness function. After calculating fitness value of the 
group, rule out the individuals with low fitness ability and 
select individuals with high fitness as the father of the 
new generation. 

2) Crossover:Crossover operation is a process that 
imitates genetic reconstruction and its role is to pass the 
good genes to the next generation and produce new 
individuals that contain more complex genetic structure. 
The design that realizes the crossover of the individual 
recombination is related with the specific problems in 
general. Any crossover needs to assure that the traits of 
excellent individuals in the prior generation can be 
inherited by the new generation. According to different 

 
Figure 3.  Simple  Genetic Structures 

TABLE 1 PARAMETERS OF THE CODE 
Case serial 

number X Y Z W 

1 0 T1 0 0 

2 5 T1 5 10 

… … … … … 
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types of data, different types of crossover methods need 
to adopted. 

a) Single point crossover: Select randomly from 
the generated individuals to make single point crossover 
and then get a new individual. Repeat the steps until all 
individuals are selected. Single point crossover method 
can be applied to all types of input parameters. 

b) Uniform crosssover: Uniform cross is the 
generalization of single-point crossover, which allows 
any number of cross points.  

c) Weighted crossover: Weighted crossover adds 
weighted value on the basis of uniform cross. It enables 
individual genes with good fitness to be reserved when 
choosing chromosome of father generation according to 
size of weights. Usually the higher the individual fitness 
value of the father generation, the higher their 
corresponding weighted values. 

d) The mean crossover: The mean cross over adds 
the father generation’s gene values that are in the same 
position and then get the average of the values. The 
calculation methods for other types of data are the same 
with uniform crosssover the mean crossover.  

3) Mutation: Mutation is to select a test data (a0, a1,..., 
ak), select a mutation position and replace the position 
with a random number. The mutation process will 
produce a new individual which will be added to a new 
generation. Variation introduces variability to the group, 
enhances the diversity and provides a method of escaping 
from local optimum.  

D. Constructing Fitness Function 
Fitness function (fitness function in genetic algorithm) 

is used to evaluate the good degree of individuals, to 
guide algorithm finally to find the function of test data 
which covers the specified path, which plays an important 
role in the success search of the genetic algorithm. The 
fitness function which is structured well not only 
enhances the possibilities of finding feasible solution but 
also produces better overall code coverage, and consumes 
less system resources at the same time.  

Simple genetic algorithm usually selects one of the two 
methods below to transform objective function into 
individual fitness function, in order that individual fitness 
is negative[10-11]. 

 
Metheod 1: The transformational method for solving 

the maximum optimized problem : 
 

 
 
Metheod 2: The transformational method for solving 

the minimum optimized problem : 
 

  
 
In smaller group scales, if certain genes have high 

fitness in the initial stage of the genetic algorithm running. 
Therefore, the high probability selection that they are 
selected  will exist in simple selection method.The result 
can make the genes breed in large numbers. Most of the 
group become their offspring , so the diversity of the 
group has been reduced. This make the algorithm 
converges at the extremum pixels in local area. The 
global optimal solution cann’t be obtain. If  most of genes 
have a high fitness value when the algorithm’s running 
will come to a close, the highest fitness and average 
fitness of the group are similar each other. At this time, 
the genetic algorithm will select genes from the highest 
fitness and average fitness in the same probability. So the 
selection for genes with genetic algorithm is similar to 
selection in a random way.The fitness function is disable, 
at the same time, the algorithm is also invalid. 

Base of the above statements, it is necessary for fitness 
function to be improved for feasibility and diversity of 
the genetic algorithm. The dispersed fitness values can be 
obtained , which make genes fitness different and keep 
the healthy and different competition. The genetic 
algorithm can gain excellent effect. 

Some common conversion methods are listed below.  
1) Linear transformation：the linear function to turn 

the optimal objective function into fitness function.  
F’ = aF + b                Formula (3) 

2) Power transformation：the power function to turn 
the optimal objective function into fitness function. 

F’ = Fk                       Formula (4)  
3) Index transformation：the index function to turn the 

optimal objective function into fitness function.  
                F’ = exp(-βF)            Formula (5) 
   The fitness function is divided into Approximation 

Level, Distance Calculation or both. Approximation 
Level is the close program of the actual execution path 
and the local goal in which it will arrive. Distance 
calculation is to check the deviation between path in the 
branch node actually and the expected path, whose aim is 
to measure the close degree in predicate conditions of the 
specific test cases getting to expected paths. Application 
of the manner of distance calculations is taken in this 
paper, i.e. based on the deviation degree of actual 
execution paths in measured unit and designated logical 
path to construct the fitness function. 
 

E. Generate Modules of Test Cases 
Aiming at the source code, executable file of compiled 

binary, different generation methods to construct test 
cases are adopted in this paper.  

1) Cartridge Construction Method of Branch function  
In the last project source code, the cartridge of branch 

function shall be performed. According to the cartridge 
rules of branch function of Tracy, a real-valued function 

               f(x)+Cmin    if  f(x)+ Cmin＞0                 
F(x)=                                                     Formula(2) 
               0                 if f(x)+ Cmin≤0 

               f(x)+Cmin    if  f(x)+ Cmin＞0                 
F(x)=                                                        Formula(1) 
               0                 if f(x)+ Cmin≤0 
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fi (x1，x2，…，xn) will be inserted before each branch 
point which the specific logic path of the interior of 
program unit passes, to construct branch function and 
evaluation function corresponding with branch predicates, 
the penetration of measured function can be completed. 

Gaving the branch predicates cartridge inserted valve 
has two styles. One style is pluging when the if branch 
structure appears, the other is pluging when the while 
loop structure appears. The cartridge of the if branch 
structure is put cartridge statements next to the if branch 
sentences. These cartridge sentences can give the tester 
information which is displayed  while the programme is 
executing. 

For example, below is a paragraph of source code 
about gaining the max number from three numbers. It 
will be pluged-in cartridge statements. 

 

 
The program above includes six branch predicates. We 

put the character lable identifying the branch behind 
every if branch predicates. 

Plugged programm is shown below. 
 

 
If the detector distribution is true, the lable will gain a 

“T” to identify.Or else the lable will gain a “F” to identify. 
Then an array will be build in order that the programm 

has run the branch. If the programm has run the branch , 
the array’s corresponding position will be written “T” , or 
else it will be written “F”. In the method, different paths 
can corresponding to different values. 

When a set of test data drives the measured unit, these 
real-valued functions are calculated, and whose values 
will be reflected in the current group of test data. With 
the deviation degree of actual execution paths in 
measured unit and designated logical path，can the joint 
expression of function f1 be defined as F=F[f1(x1，
x2，…，xn)， f2(x1，x2，…，xn)，…， fm(x1，
x2，…，xn)]. Evaluation function F can be summed up 
as the function of x1, x2,…, xn of shape parameter of 
measured unit, and its value is a good dimension to 
evaluate the actual value of shape parameter. About the 
specific form taken by F, a more simple even add form is 
chosen：F=∑f. The experiment shows that the method 
of defining evaluation function has a good effect. This 
paper introduces the method of generation test case based 
on genetic algorithm, compared with the method of 
traditional generation test case by search optimization in 
time efficiency.  

We can see that from Figure 4 below, with the increase 
of the branch number of measured program, the time 
delay of generated test cases of genetic algorithm 
increases linearly, the time delay of traditional search 
optimization algorithm increases exponentially, and 
generated test cases of genetic algorithm in time 
efficiency has obvious advantages. 

 

 
 

2) Construction Method of the Real Time State of 
Software 

In the previous introduced methods, it needs to 
program cartridge source code, and which is too 
complicated. The code block of dynamic record program 
of software in the running test cases needs to be adjusted. 
The concrete methods are: the source code submitted by 
students, after the process of compilation, links, so an 
executable program can be generated. And under the 

if(x>y) 
if(x>z) 

 max=x; 
else 

 max=z; 
endif 

else 
 if(y>z)  
   max=y; 

 else 
max=z; 

 endif 
endif 

if(x>y) 
   confit(‘a’);                   // Cartridge 

if(x>z) 
confit (‘c’);               // Cartridge 
max=x; 

else 
confit (‘d’);               // Cartridge 
max=z; 

endif 
else  

confit (‘b’);                  // Cartridge 
if(y>z) 

        confit (‘e’);              // Cartridge 
max=y; 

else 
confit (‘f’);             // Cartridge 
max=z; 

endif 
endif 

 
Figure 4.  Algorithm contrast figure 
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condition of not using the source code, according to static 
disassembly software analyzes binary code, then basic 
blocks and invoking relationship graph are acquired. 
These data will be loaded to debugging software to 
choose the path to be tested and set tracking point in the 
each branch of path. When the program runs to the 
tracking point are, all the real values of function will be 
calculated respectively, and when the program to carry 
out the test cases is finished, the fitness function value 
shall be calculated. This method avoids the leg 
penetration of program to calculate the fitness function[12]. 
 

 
At present, most of  public softwares distribute in 

binary scale code that can be executed directly. It is very 
difficult that analysing the logic function of the binary 
code because it is necessary for the analyzer that he 
comprehends binary instructions very well. The 
disassembly softwares can turn the binary executable 
code into the assembly level code which can be better 
comprehended. So the work of analysing the programm 
will be achieved more easily,and the analyst may analyse, 
digest and improve the programm more precise. The so-
called static disassembling is analysing the programm of 
detailed list after the executable programm has been 
disassembled. The prompt information is an entrance to 
analysis. There are some more commonly used static 
analysis software, such as W32DASM、IDA 和 HIEW. 

F.  Automatically Generated Model of Black-box Test 
Cases 

This model is mainly divided into three parts: 
Execution module and fitness calculation module of 
genetic algorithm based on the test case generation. The 
meaning of the automatic generation of test cases is: (1) 
According to the principle of black box testing, choose 

the interface of the test software as input parameters and 
code; (2) Use generation test cases of genetic algorithm; 
(3) Operate test cases; (4) Track the operation state, 
obtain the fitness of each test case and give feedback to 
the test case generation module and generate test cases of 
the next-generation until algorithm ends[13]. 

 

 

IV. STRUCTURE TEST 
BASED ON KEY POINT MATCHING 

The language that plays a crucial role in the whole 
algorithm is called the key point of the algorithm. If the 
source program of the project design point can not run 
after compiling then it cannot be turned to black box 
testing, but turn to key point test. Key points of the 
algorithm of different project design topics have already 
been put to test database[14]. 

This paper uses the pattern matching method of the 
regular expression. This method can analyze large 
amounts of text to extract, edit, replace or delete text 
strings of certain model quickly. Make the source code of 
the students as processed text, given the system algorithm 
as regular expressions. The matching degree of key points 
can be gained through pattern matching. Evaluation are 
given according to the matching degree program.  

For example: a paragraph of code of algorithm’s key 
point is shown below: 

for(i=0；i<cou-1；i++) 
for(j=i+1；j<cou；j++) 

if(x<y) 
{ 

… 
} 

According to the code structure, regular expressions 
can be got as shown below: 

[for \ (] *) {0, 1} (. +? =. +?;  . +? [< | >]. +?;  . +? \)) 
{0, 1} ([for \ (] *) {0, 1} (. +? =. +?;  . +? [< | >]. +?;  . +? 
\)) {0, 1} (if \ () {0, 1} (. +? [< | >]. +? \)) {0, 1} 

A paragraph of souce code is shown below: 
for(err=1;err<cou;err++) 

                if(a<b) 
{ 
… 

} 
By the method of pattern matching， the matching 

result can be gained. It is shown in Table 2. The system 
can deduce a properly score according the maching result.  

The character string of program code is acted as the 
input string to be performed the pattern matching with the 
above regular expression, and appropriate scores will be 
given according to the extent of the match. 
 

Figure 5. Automatic generating Test cases by motheod 1 

 
Figure 6.  Model Structures of Test Cases 
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The structure test of key point matching is similar to 

the artificial static review in some aspects, but this review 
is limited to the given specific program in the database in 
advance. But in the actual independent learning, students 
will have many implementation algorithms in specific 
project design, and if not matching the algorithm given in 
the database in advance, it will cause evaluation 
mistakenly. Therefore, the CDIO teachers shall input 
various algorithm solutions to the database in project 
algorithms, then the program codes of students can be 
matched the codes of many solutions, and finally 
matching scores can be obtained respectively. 

V. CONCLUSION 
Based on CDIO engineering teaching idea, the essay 

constructs online judge system model of software project 
design in network teaching platform with software testing 
technology. The essay solves problem of automatically 
generated black-box test cases with genetic algorithm and 
structure test of abnormal operation program with the 
method of key points matching, improving learning 
efficiency of students and reducing the workload of 
teachers. As to how to further apply network technology 
and software testing technique, the research is still needed 
to make the automatic evaluation of various types of 
project design more accurately and efficiently. 
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